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T I M’ S DI SCLAI MER
Please don’t be stupid and kill yourself. It would make us both quite unhappy.
Consult a doctor before doing anything in this book.

PUBLI SHER’ S DI SCLAI MER
The material in this book is for informational purposes only. As each individual situation
is unique, you should use proper discretion, in consultation with a health care practitioner,
before undertaking the diet, exercises, and techniques described in this book. The author
and publisher expressly disclaim responsibility for any adverse effects that may result from
the use or application of the information contained in this book.

An Alternative:
The Body-Fat Set Point and Shangri-La
“Hacking is much bigger than clever bits of code in a computer — it's how we create
the future.”
- Paul Buchheit, creator of Gmail
This chapter was written by Dr. Seth Roberts, professor emeritus of psychology at the
University of California–Berkeley and professor of psychology at Tsinghua University.
His work has appeared in the New York Times Magazine and The Scientist, and he is on
the editorial board of the journal Nutrition.
In 2000, I spent a week in Paris. To my dismay, I lost my appetite. I almost never felt like
eating. There was no obvious reason -- I wasn't sick or upset -- but I thought of a nonobvious reason. Five years earlier, I'd invented a new theory of weight control. The new
theory was inspired by what I'd learned from teaching the subject and some rat
experiments I'd just learned about (see below). One of its predictions, I realized, was
relevant: unfamiliar food causes loss of appetite.
I'd been to Paris before without losing my appetite. This visit differed in one big way
from earlier visits: It was hot. To cool off, I'd been drinking soft drinks with sugar. I'd
chosen unfamiliar brands with unfamiliar flavors. They were sweet, and sweetness was
familiar -- but maybe sweetness didn't matter.
When I got home, I tested this explanation. I started drinking fructose water -- water to
which only fructose had been added. I used fructose rather than sucrose (ordinary sugar)
because fructose is digested more slowly. I added no flavoring because any flavor might
become familiar. If my explanation of what happened in Paris was correct, the fructose
water should cause loss of appetite. A few years earlier, I'd lost weight eating lots of
sushi.
Fructose water might be as potent as sushi, I thought. I'd lost weight eating about 1000
calories of sushi per day. So the first day, I drank about 1000 calories of fructose water.
Half an hour after the first glass, my appetite utterly vanished. I was stunned how
unhungry I felt. I didn't keep other food intake constant; I ate much less. What stayed
constant -- before and after I started the fructose water -- was that I ate as much as I
wanted.
I drank no fructose water the next day.
My appetite didn't return. (I'd forgotten that in Paris I'd had about two soft drinks per day
-- far less than 1000 calories per day.) I cut the dose in half (500 calories/day) for a few
days. I still felt no hunger. I cut the dose in half again (250 calories/day). At this level,

which calorically equals two cans of Coke per day, I had a little bit of hunger, but only if
I ate one meal every two days.
I lost weight so fast that a colleague asked, "Are you dying?" Over three months I lost
about 30 pounds, going from about 180 (BMI 26) to 150 (BMI 21). At 150 pounds I
stopped trying to lose weight. It was a nice round number and made the point. The
Minnesota Starvation Experiment, done during World War II, shows what usually
happens. Its subjects underwent an artificial famine. Their calorie intake was cut in half
and they were forced to take long walks. They lost as much weight as me in a similar
length of time, but, unlike me, they became very hungry. They thought about food
constantly. It was very unpleasant. One subject went crazy and chopped off three fingers.
Why was my experience so different?

A Body-Fat Set Point
In 1953, a British physiologist named Gordon Kennedy proposed that mammals regulate
body fat using a system that tries to keep the amount of body fat at a certain level (the set
point). It does so mostly by varying hunger. If your weight is below your set point, you
will feel hungry. The further below, the more hunger. If your weight is above your set
point (which is rare), you will feel less hungry than usual. The system also controls how
soon you feel full during a meal. If your weight is far below your set point (which is rare)
it will take more food than usual before you feel full. If your weight is above your set
point, it will take less food than usual to feel full.
Kennedy's proposal was based on an experimental observation. Rats whose liquid diet
was suddenly diluted (half as many calories per unit volume) lost weight for a day or so
but then started eating more calories than usual and regained the lost weight. In the
following years, similar results were observed many times. The best support for
Kennedy's idea came from the discovery of leptin in 1994. Because hunger is controlled
by the brain, Kennedy's idea predicted that your brain can tell how much body fat you
have. Leptin provides that information. Leptin is made by fat cells and released into the
blood. The more fat a cell contains, the more leptin it makes, so leptin concentration in
the blood indicates total amount of body fat. Some brain cells have leptin receptors, so
they measure leptin concentration in the blood.
The notion of an adjustable body-fat set point was introduced by Michel Cabanac, a
professor of physiology at Laval University. He believed your set point is not fixed but
depends on what you eat.
Some foods produce a lower set point than other foods. This implied there were two quite
different ways to lose weight. If your set point goes down, you will lose weight easily; if
your set point does not go down, weight loss will be difficult. In the 1970s, Cabanac and
his colleagues did two experiments that showed this. In one experiment, subjects lost
weight via calorie restriction (as in the Minnesota experiment). What they ate stayed the

same; how much they ate was now limited. In a second experiment, the subjects
drastically changed their diet: They consumed only a liquid Slimfast-like food -- a dietary
change meant to lower the set point. They could drink as much as they wanted. What
they ate changed; how much remained unlimited. Both methods produced similar weight
loss (10-20 pounds) in similar amounts of time (3-8 weeks) but the experiences were
completely different. Losing weight by calorie restriction was "torture," Cabanac said.
(He was one of the subjects.) "You dream you are breaking the fast and ruining the
experiment." In contrast, while losing weight with the dietary change the subjects didn't
suffer at all. Except maybe from boredom.

The Theory Behind the Shangri-La Diet
Cabanac and his colleagues had found one food—their SlimFast®—that lowers the set
point. The next step was finding a general rule -- a rule that predicts the effect of any
food on the set point. I couldn't imagine how to do this. In 1995, however, I read a paper
by Israel Ramirez, a scientist at the Monell Chemical Institute in Philadelphia, that
described some rat experiments with surprising results. They suggested that associative
learning (the type of learning studied by Pavlov) affected the set point -- a possibility that
no one had considered.
But it made perfect sense. Associative learning obviously controlled what we eat. Food
with an entirely new flavor tastes strange. When a friend of mine tasted his first Coke, he
thought: What's the big deal? It tasted like medicine. Food with a new flavor tastes
strange because the flavor is not yet associated with calories, a type of learning called
flavor-calorie learning. When we eat a food, we remember its smell for perhaps an hour.
If our digestive system detects calories in the food during that time, a flavor-calorie
association is formed. Its effect is to make the food taste better. Anthony Sclafani, a
professor of psychology at Brooklyn College, has done many experiments that show the
power of this learning.
You can experience it yourself. Buy two new flavors of tea. Have one always with sugar,
the other always with artificial sweetener. Cup after cup, the one with sugar will taste
better and better; the one with artificial sweetener will not.
Not long after reading Ramirez's paper, I thought of the following theory of weight
control:
1. Between meals your set point goes down.
2. Eating raises your set point. The size of the increase depends on how strongly the
food's flavor is associated with calories. The stronger the association, the bigger the
increase. Flavors not associated with calories don't raise the set point.
The secret to painless and sustainable weight loss, says this theory, is eat as much as you
want while raising your set point as little as possible. The strength of a food's flavor-

calorie association depends on its calorie content, but it also depends on other factors.
You choose foods with those other factors in your favor.
At first I saw four ways to do this:
1. Avoid eating foods with exactly the same flavor. Fast food and factory-made foods are
the main examples. When a food has exactly the same flavor each time you eat it, a
stronger flavor-calorie association can develop than if the flavor is somewhat different
each time you eat it.
2. Eat foods with a weak flavor. Weak flavor = weak flavor-calorie association. This is
why Cabanac's subjects lost weight on a liquid diet: Its weak flavor. I lost weight eating
sushi because it was just fish and white rice. No wasabi or soy sauce.
3. Eat foods that are digested slowly. If a food is digested more slowly than usual, its
calorie signal will reach the brain later than usual. At that point its smell memory will be
weaker than usual and the association formed will be weaker than usual. This is why lowcarb and low-glycemic-index diets work: They forbid foods that are digested quickly,
such as bread and potatoes ()
4. Eat unfamiliar foods. New flavors haven't yet developed flavor-calorie associations.

The Shangri-La Diet
After my Paris experience, I realized that food without smell is the ultimate way to
consume calories without raising the set point. Sugar water has no smell.
For three years I kept my weight down by drinking sugar water -- about 200 calories per
day. Then a friend pointed out that some oils have no smell; if my theory was right they
should have the same effect. I replaced the sugar water with the same number of calories
of extra-light olive oil, which has no smell. My weight stayed the same. The extra-light
olive oil seemed be as powerful per calorie as the sugar water and had benefits the sugar
water did not: softer skin and hair, no worries about blood sugar.
By then my friends' experiences and a small experiment had shown that sugar water had
the same effect on most people as it had on me. Soon after this I wrote The Shangri-La
Diet. The diet can be summed up very simply:
Eat twice your weight (in pounds) in flavorless calories per day. Eat them at least
an hour away from other food.
If you weigh 200 pounds, for example, eat 400 flavorless calories per day. Avoiding
other food means avoiding other food with smell. You can't eat the flavorless calories
around the time you have coffee or tea or a diet soda, for example. I consume them

shortly before bedtime.
The usual sources of flavorless calories have been sugar water and extra-light olive oil.

Since the Book
Since publication of The Shangri-La Diet (SLD), many people have posted their
experiences, ideas, and questions at forums.shangriladiet.com. Their posts teach three
lessons:
First, there's something to it. The diet sounds exceedingly strange, but the vast number of
forum success stories leave no doubt it often works. According to conventional weightloss advice (restrict calories, don't eat fat, don't eat carbs), the diet should cause weight
gain.
The most impressive feature of the success stories is the uniqueness of the experience.
Many diets cause weight loss. SLD weight loss is different. For example:
It's amazing not to feel my hunger increasing as I lose weight. Usually [dieting] is
like holding your breath underwater -- the longer you go without air, the more
massively you need air. Usually the longer you are on a diet the more hungry you are.
This is so strikingly different.
SLD makes you feel full much sooner:
First time I ever did it I could not finish my bowl of oatmeal. Before SLD I had
never, not ever, been able to not finish anything.
It reduces thinking about food:
You're not craving foods. Food is in the background - your other life is in the
forefront.
All this supports Cabanac's idea that there are two quite different ways to lose weight:
easy (via set-point reduction) and hard (without set-point reduction). Unlike other diets,
or far more powerfully, SLD reduces your set point.
Second, better ways to do it. The diet has been improved three ways:
1. Nose-clipping. Gary Skaleski pointed out that if you close your nose (using a
swimmer's nose clip, for example), you no longer smell your food. Without smell, every
food has no flavor-calorie association. Anything eaten this way should lower your set
point. Many reports on the SLD forums suggest this is true:

I was experiencing a driving hunger at night that overwhelmed my efforts to be
modest in my eating. Then last Friday, I tried nose clipping. The relief was
immediate. The hunger subsided and I even lost a couple of pounds. On Saturday I
decided to try clipping every time I ate anything. By evening I could not eat my
entire dinner.
A less conspicuous way to block smell is to put small pieces of pantyhose in your nose.
2. The benefits of flaxseed oil. After some people wondered if they could use flaxseed oil
as the calorie source, I discovered that it improves my balance and other mental abilities
and reduces inflammation, no doubt due to its high omega-3 content. This was wonderful.
I now use flaxseed oil as my SLD calories by drinking it nose-clipped.
3. Easier ways to drink the oil. Some people have trouble drinking oil. One solution is to
mix it with water. Another solution is to put the oil on toast and eat it nose-clipped. It
tastes just like toast with butter.
Third, better expectations. To read the forums is to see that the diet is a tool, not a magic
bullet. "Don't expect the wrench to fix the bike by itself," one person said. Data posted by
about a hundred dieters showed that the average rate of weight loss was about 1
pound/week. It takes anywhere from six months to a year to get the full weight loss from
whatever dose you've chosen. The forums show that, like a wrench, SLD sometimes is
and sometimes isn't the only tool you need.
The story of SLD teaches three lessons: 1. Your weight is controlled by a set point. 2.
Your set point isn't fixed. It depends on what you eat. 3. Flavorless calories are an easy
way to lower your set point, but not the only way.
Less obvious uses of the theory behind SLD may turn out to be more important. For
example, why are kids getting fat? The theory says it's because they're eating lots of food
with exactly the same flavor every time. It isn't just junk food; it's also frozen juice,
vitamin-enriched breakfast cereals, Hamburger Helper, and microwave entrees.
When Cabanac and his colleagues showed that drinking a liquid diet produced much
easier weight loss than calorie restriction, they weren't saying: To lose weight, drink a
liquid diet. They were saying: Here's a new empirical effect. You should take seriously
the idea behind it. The Shangri-La Diet works, yes, but because it works, it says
something far more broad and important: Take seriously the idea that flavor-calorie
associations control your set point.
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